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 Introduction

Disruptive new e-business models and innovative online platforms are gaining market traction and 
changing the way companies buy and transact international shipping services. 

In this e-business white paper, Drewry consultants investigate the drivers behind the accelerating 
technology trend and assess the implications for freight forwarders, ocean carriers and those investing in 
the e-business platforms enabling this change. 

Whilst no single factor can be identified as being the principal driver behind the trend, both the nature of 
the spot rate shipping business and e-commerce logistics have encouraged the development of online 
forwarding. 

The paper highlights a number of factors which are contributing to the trend, these include:

• Shippers expecting a more agile supply chain to meet today’s more dynamic “on demand economy” 
with shorter contracts and spot rate requests

• Eroding margins in commoditised and fragmented forwarding services make it harder for 3PLs to 
increases their sales. Differentiation and cost optimisation can be achieved through improved online 
customer experience and automation especially for medium-size shipper business and spot shipments

• The rapid growth of cross-border e-commerce is pushing change and innovations.

• “Millennials” are more comfortable handling activities in a mobile, instant and network connected way

New entrants are starting to make an impact and established businesses are either resisting change or 
adapting. Among the new business models are:

• Online sales platforms

• Cloud-based freight forwarders

• Large 3PLs adapting to online business

• Rate and Data service providers

• Transport Management System providers, and others
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 1 What are the causes of change?

e-business-centred new entrants and new online platforms are starting to convert 
customers and change how companies buy and transact international shipping 
services. Are freight forwarders at threat of being cast aside by the freight equivalent 
of Expedia or booking.com? What are the fundamental changes driven by technology 
and market conditions?

In these research extracts, Drewry associate Philippe Salles looks at some of the key changes and issues 
and sheds lights on today’s complex changes and future challenges.

Both the nature of the spot rate shipping business and e-commerce logistics have encouraged the 
development of online forwarding. Customers’ expectations are clearly towards more simplicity, 
transparency, control and flexibility. Technology makes it possible.

Shippers expect a more agile supply chain to meet an “on demand economy” with shorter 
contracts and spot rate requests. This trend is greatly encouraged by the current freight rate volatility.  
They need solutions to optimise their freight spend in a more dynamic way and a shipment execution 
dashboard or control tower. Most shippers use a basic transport management system to manage 
their logistics and look for easy packaged solutions.  

Eroding margins in commoditised and fragmented forwarding services make it harder for 3PLs to 
increases their sales. Differentiation and cost optimisation can be achieved through improved 
online customer experience and automation, especially for medium-size shipper business and spot 
shipments. This mid-size customer segment and spot shipment market are at the core of the 
digital move. For many 3PLs, sea freight spot rates account for 20-30% of the volume and about half 
the revenue. Overcapacity and freight rate volatility create opportunities for spot rate shipment business 
and make room for new entrants who easily get more attractive rates from carriers.

Another development forcing change and innovation is the rapid growth of cross- border e-commerce. 
The cross-border part is estimated to have reached 15% of global e-commerce. Sellers can sell to their 
overseas buyers with built-in online freight services powered by forwarding marketplaces or forwarders 
as part of their e-commerce suite. Automation starts from the purchase order and follow a pattern where 
service level is key. e-Commerce has already been a game changer for the last mile delivery, warehouses 
services and technology applied. 

So-called “millennials” are entering the workforce. In 2020, 50% of the workforce will be millennials, 
who are more comfortable handling activities in a mobile, instant and network connected way. 

Technology has become available to support the change in the next 5 years. 

Key technology enablers are:

– Cloud and subscription based computing (SaaS), which provides flexible investment cost and 
maintenance;

– API and web services technology, which allows more real time transaction and dynamic data feed 
among systems;

– Connected devices such as smart containers, which can provide end to end shipment visibility 
directly to the cargo owners and stakeholders;

– Big Data and predictive analytics, which facilitate planning and forecasts leading to pricing, 
capacity allocation and routing optimisation.
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New entrants are starting to make an impact and established businesses are either 
resisting change or adapting. The analysis below takes a closer look at the main 
business models of new and existing players in the digital world.

Online sales platforms
On these neutral platforms shippers can request instant simplified quotes and book like an 
Expedia or booking.com for freight. Forwarders can reach more customers in a cost effective way, get 
qualified quotes, order and payment, provide dynamic public and customer-specific rates. Aimed at mid-
size shippers and spot shipment transactions these online sales platforms are being increasingly used by 
larger shippers, in order to access spot rates. These platforms target particular markets, such as LCL, 
customer segments and certain trades such as Asia/US trades. To be scalable these sales platforms 
have to automate processes such as tendering, procurement and payment through API interfaces. 
Furthermore, these businesses must be seen to be neutral and transparent and provide easy dashboard 
tools, without going too far down into shipment execution to compete with the likes of Freightos, Fleet, 
Searates, Transporteca.

Figure 1.1 categorises e-forwarding players by group and shows overlapping roles.

Figure 1.1 e-forwarding ecosystem

Source: Drewry e-business research – www.drewry.co.uk
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Cloud based freight forwarders
These are freight forwarders built around technology developed from scratch. They aim to 
provide advanced customer experience through online intuitive solutions (including instant quote/booking 
and execution dashboards), extended customer service and cost efficiency through automation. They 
focus on specific trades and segments where they can pursue automation, address the small/medium 
shipper door-door market. However, their shipper size target has been increasing and now reaches the 
low end of the large forwarders’ core business (e.g. Flexport, IContainers, Kontainers).

Large 3PLs adapting to online business
Large 3PLs are investing in two digital domains:

• Customer portals to gain productivity and reach small shippers, non-recurrent door-door business 
in a cost effective way (e.g. Kuehne Nagel)

• e-commerce logistics platforms to serve the fast growing demand for cross-border ecommerce 
(such as DHL e-commerce or Panalpina’s recently announced end to end e-commerce suite)

The change is easier for those 3PLs that have a single IT system and are ready to combine internal 
rethinking of their processes, strong engagement across the organisation and investment in resources 
such as master data management. This approach is designed to:

• Redesign their value added functions into a digital environment

• Structure their customer and product segmentation

• Centrally optimise carriers and suppliers’ contracts

• Streamline their internal processes

• 3PLs’ investment in e-business will affect sales, first, before reaching the complete automated 
execution of all aspects of services. Customs and compliance remain complex. Moving to online 
sales requires automated competitive pricing and re-engineered sales processes which is not easy to 
achieve at global level.

To implement the online transition, 3PLs are working to have in place:

• Tariffs under control with dynamic sourcing, automating pricing, routing and sales;

• Online portals with instant quote and easy execution through automated process handling;

• Electronic feeds with marketplaces and carriers to provide dynamic pricing efficiently.

The transition may first impact airfreight (which benefits from existing technology and standards) and LCL 
ocean shipments (which can be modelled with prices being less volatile). It is interesting to see the rapid 
digital move in air cargo with the development of online sales platforms such as WebCargoNet (recently 
acquired by Freightos), Cargoguide or Cargobase.

“When contemplating online sales, some of the main challenges faced by International Freight Forwarders 
are the need to maintain a comprehensive portfolio of door to door competitive pricing and the re-
engineering of the sales process,‘’

says Eric Martin Neuville, COO, Geodis Wilson

Table 1.1 Activity indicators of new entrants

Freightos 46% compounded quarter on quarter growth in users 2015 - 30% growth quarter-on-quarter in quote activity 2016

Flexport Ships an average of 3,000 teu/month 26%revenue compound monthly growth over 28mth

Icontainers Provides 500,000 active rates and Maritimes routes

Kontainers 40% revenue growth month-on-month in 2016 – 50,000 port pairs on offer

Source: Drewry e-business research – www.drewry.co.uk
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Mid-size forwarders’ technology-driven networks
The strengths of large forwarders are their network and organisation capabilities, IT systems and buying 
power. Technology-driven “forwarder networks” aims to provide their mid-size forwarder 
members with technology, network capacity or rates to compete with market leaders, 
combining their expertise and agility.  Their development is not only based on technology but requires 
trust and liability obligations among the members (e.g. BuyCo, Centrolene, WIN/WCA).

Rate and service information technology providers
Rate automation, freight insights sources and yield management are critical to power online sales. 

Rate automation solutions facilitate the integration of carriers’ tariffs and production of 
forwarders quote to shippers. CargoSphere, Catapult, Freightos, Okargo are different, either in their 
geography or approach to full or semi-automation. The use of freight business intelligence available 
from Drewry lead to a better informed market and provide rate transparency. However unlike in the 
travel industry, there is no sign of any “Amadeus” type of central distribution system to manage carriers’ 
tariffs and capacity.

Transport management system (TMS) providers
The growing demand for TMS applications, with an estimated annual 7% growth, demonstrates the level 
of investment made in technology by logistics providers. It concerns all market segments whether served 
by TMS market leaders or numerous regional software vendors. The main logistics players are looking for 
end to end integrated solutions and connectivity. Business partner networks and collaborative solutions 
are also gaining traction, for example to handle local suppliers. Mid-size forwarders are migrating 
to cloud-based solutions with pre-set connectors to marketplaces, port community systems, rate 
management tools and dashboards. The solutions used by large exporters and importers for shipment 
planning and optimisation, spend management, system integration and control tower will become more 
accessible to smaller size shippers

e-commerce and tech giants

E-commerce giants have confirmed their ambitions, with Amazon filing as an NVOCC and Cainiao 
(Alibaba) announcing $16 billion of supply chain investment. Their drive is first to serve their own 
transport service needs, controlling the end-to-end seller-to-buyer process. Their strategy has not 
been announced. A potential scenario commonly debated would be to operate innovative and cost 
effective integrator services as a one-stop multi-vendor logistics network with integrated 
financial solutions. Their impact may also be on their capacity to raise the service level and use of data, 
predictive analytics.
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 3 Implications for freight forwarders

The implications of these developments for both current and new entrant freight forwarders are wide and 
varied, presenting both threats and opportunities as well as significant change. 

Forwarding can rapidly go digital in its transactional form with online sales, instant order and automated 
process, including crossdocking. 

There is confidence among logistics decision makers and freight forwarders about the continuing role 
of forwarders and 3PLs and some scepticism about new entrants. International freight is not as easy as 
booking a one-off passenger ticket or hotel, they say. 

True, freight forwarding requires trust, orchestration and troubleshooting and functions like customs and 
compliance remain sensitive, but things will change and probably include the following:

On the business side:

• The small and mid-size shipper, spot shipment and LCL segment will move online extensively 
through complete web based forwarding services (from instant quote, booking, up to payment) as 
well as online sales platforms which dynamically push public and customer-specific rates. These 
platforms may only target and penetrate specific markets where a certain degree of automation can 
be achieved. Customer profiling and market segmentation will be at the core of the business model of 
these online sales channels. 

• Large shippers will have access to more procurement options, benchmarking and insight capabilities. 
Large exporters and importers will continue to tender their sea-freight (port-to-port or port-to-rail ramp) 
and land transport, directly with their core carriers and with their forwarders for some part of their 
volumes. This practice will be available to many at a lower transactional cost with more flexibility using 
tailored e-RFQ tools. A new dimension is the access to a simplified spot rate market and to insights 
sources. Shippers will be better informed using Big Data solutions and marketplaces, providing rate 
transparency, carriers’ service schedules, shipment execution visibility and performances. Moving 
further, insights on empty equipment stock and availability could be expected to assist shippers and 
their forwarders in their shipment planning.

On the technology side:

• API technology development to run dynamic real time integration of pricing, schedules, bookings, 
shipment visibility with customers, carriers and marketplaces will be an accelerator.

• Rate automation technology, externalised schedule information and shipment visibility sources will 
facilitate online sales and marketplaces expansion with easy quote/book/track functions.

• Transport Management System vendors should support the transition and provide end to end 
integrated process and flexible B2B capacity to integrate with partners’ community and marketplaces 
at a global level. For large forwarders, decision tools and deeper integration with carriers will further 
facilitate shipment and allocation optimisation.

On the forwarders side:

• Transactional forwarding will go further into commoditisation and there is no future for complex pricing 
models. 

• All transaction activities with relative high transaction cost relative to revenue will eventually move 
online from customer prospection up to freight settlement.

• Large or profitable players who revisit their business models and make investments to operate quality 
services at the lowest possible cost and least environmental impact will succeed. 

• 3PLs who miss their digital transformation may see their business limited to customs and documentation 
service or consolidation.
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Table 1.2 Key issues and conclusions raised by e-forwarding

Rapid growth of e-business in forwarding, particularly among online sales platforms.

Increasing digitisation of international transport and forwarding.

The spot business and basic port-to-port transport are the natural and easier entry points for e-forwarding.

The challenge of instant online capabilities for more complex services may be temporary.

As online platforms and e-forwarders automate processes and make prices more transparent, what remaining value will freight forwarders add 
to end customers?

Unknown value of e-forwarding for contract procurement with medium-term capacity guarantees.

Rich online data and profiling could replace commercial decisions currently handled by sales staff.

Big exporters and importers may use e-forwarding and spot procurement to complement their traditional contract-based procurement channel.

Source: Drewry e-business research – www.drewry.co.uk

• Mid-size forwarders are at risk, but can expand through specialisation and collaborative technology 
driven networks. 

• Technology can facilitate the emergence of “high tech” 3PL niche players (vertical market) who can 
provide shippers with tailored shipment planning, control tower dashboards and integration services.

• The 4PL/troubleshooting model is subject to change with the ability of specific expert teams to 
orchestrate transport through cloud solutions and B2B portals. 4PL for e-tailers is likely to grow.

• The entry of a large tech one-stop multi-vendor logistics network operator, linking data, technology 
and people with integrated seller-buyer financial services and improved customer experience is a 
scenario being watched.
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